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TECHNICAL DATA SHEET

EWES/1.0

EW
ECOSHIELD™ 1.0
The ECOSHIELD™ urinal sleeve helps prevent blockages And
keep urinal traps and pipe work clear. Utilising Nurazyme™
bio block technology and a unique one-way Odour-trap it
protects against blockages and the build Up of urinal smells,
reducing odours and enhancing the Washroom environment.

Key features
•R
 educes blockages and keeps urinal traps and pipe
work clear
•N
 urazyme™ bio-block breaks down the build-up of
uric salt using natural enzymes and ‘friendly’ bacteria
• Subtle red berry fragrance
•C
 onnects to the urinal trap allowing it to be installed in
all standard urinals and troughs
•U
 se in conjunction with the FLOWSAVER
Water Saving Device
Reduce blockages
The ECOSHIELD™ ensures that waste materials such as
chewing gum, paper and other rogue items cannot enter the
waste pipes and cause blockages.
Reduce odour
Much of the smell associated with male washrooms is
caused by the build-up of uric salts in areas such as the urinal

pipework. The ECOSHIELD™ can significantly improve this,
as the Nurazyme™ bio-block contained within it breaks down
uric salts and limescale using natural enzymes and ‘friendly’
bacteria. It also features a unique one-way odour-trap to further
reduce pipe work odour.
Professionally installed
To ensure maximum effectiveness, as part of the installation
process, our technical installation team deep clean the
pipe work from the urinal right back to the stack, removing
limescale and uric salts that have built up over time.
The ECOSHIELD™ is installed into the urinal, and is adjusted to
ensure the right amount of Nurazyme™ bio-block is released
to suit the footfall of the washroom and the flush pattern of
the urinal.
Eco-friendly
The ECOSHIELD™ is designed to have a positive environmental
impact, as the Nurazyme™ bio-block utilises natural bacteria
which eliminate the need to use harmful cleaning chemicals,
and the sleeve itself is fully recyclable at the end of its lifespan.

Product specification
•C
 onstruction Strong and durable
ABS plastic construction
• Colours White and Nickel

ELIMINATE URINAL MALODOURS AND BLOCKAGES WITH A URINAL SLEEVE

